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We’re pleased to announce a new offer for Q2 2023  
where customers can qualify for a 7KW PodPoint home 
charger with standard installation on qualifying Electric 
Vehicle (EV) & electric hybrid models paid for by Jaguar 
Contract Hire & Land Rover Contract Hire.

Terms and conditions:

- To be eligible, orders must be placed between 1.4.23  
and 30.6.23.

- The promotion is exclusive to Jaguar Contract Hire  
& Land Rover Contract Hire transacted directly by  
Jaguar and Land Rover Retailers.

- Eligible nameplates for this offer are Jaguar I-PACE  
and electric hybrid variants of Jaguar E-PACE, F-PACE,  
Land Rover Discovery Sport, Defender, Range Rover 
Evoque and Velar.

- If you wish to take up the 7KW home charger and 
standard installation offer, please sign the agreement 
presented by the Retailer which gives Jaguar Contract 
Hire & Land Rover Contract Hire permission/consent  
to share your limited data with PodPoint: name, phone 
number, email address, vehicle make, model and what  
to do if you change your mind and want to opt out.

- The Retailer will send scanned agreements to the  
Jaguar Contract Hire & Land Rover Contract Hire Internal 
Support team (every 2 weeks on a Friday) via email to  
be categorised and logged.

- The Retailer will then destroy the agreement via their 
confidential waste.

- At the start of the following week the agreements are 
sent in, Jaguar Contract Hire & Land Rover Contract Hire 
review qualifying orders and agreements before sending 
securely to PodPoint. 

- PodPoint will then email you within 2 working days  
from receipt of data with a unique link, which once 
accessed shows the 7KW home charger and standard 
installation offer.

- If you change your mind, you can follow the details  
set out on the agreement to remove your permission  
and access to the offer.

- If you wish to add additional items to your order eg  
a cable bag, you’ll be presented with the additional  
costs to do so. Once finalised at checkout you’ll need  
to arrange to pay PodPoint direct.

- You will also need to sign up to the PodPoint terms  
& conditions. The agreement is between PodPoint  
and you the customer.

- PodPoint will arrange a convenient date for installation  
at your home address.
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